
Communications Sub-Council Springs to Enthusiastic Life 
 
After a period of, how shall we say it diplomatically and in a forward looking way, disuse, the 
Communications Sub-Council is active again under the able direction of Community Within 
leader Tina Davies. 
 
Following organizational activity, the newly revived group is working on substantial 
defects/needs in our efforts to communicate among ourselves and with outside citizens. Three 
areas of ongoing improvements include updating the Photo Directory, producing online services, 
and repairing outdate portions of the USH web by revising both organization and content. 
 
One demonstration-example of this activity related to the USH-Enews, is this newly designed 
space.  It will not replace other customary USH-Enews articles but will be a section of general 
interest changing every week, a place where articles of various lengths will be posted, and 
continued on a web page as necessary, one where readers will find past and current articles 
published in their entirety. 

Here we should pause recognizing those volunteers who make all such activity possible.  

As you have seen, we have effectively adjusted to the assault of Covid by upgrading our 
equipment and producing one-line services. Thanks to the USH Sunday Service Streaming 
Team of Jon and Mike Covault, Paul and Laura Cipriano, Rick Tsukada and Ed Savage 
assisted by staff member Buffie Pinney, we are experiencing ever improving services at a 
distance.  We shall not be deterred by a bit of evolved bat DNA from elsewhere on the planet. 

The technical work of course depends on equal or greater efforts of Worship Associates, Sam, 
Rev. Terry, et al. 

Brian Harvey, long in his excellent service to USH, continues his efforts to maintain and update 
the ever-changing Directory, lists and reports relating to membership, New Member Ceremony 
inserts for the Order of Service, New Member and USH Board introductions for the lower lobby 
bulletin boards, along with designing miscellaneous posters and flyers. 

A Web Policy/Editors sub-group consisting of Toni Gold, Bruce Robbins, Laura & Paul 
Cipriano, Tina Davies, David, & Janice Newton is at work on web improvements and design 
while Joanne Orlando continues contributing her general experience including social justice 
connections and support of the Village next door. 

But wait, there is more.  

In the weeks that follow the link below will take you to the Did UU Know? Web area where, 
among other things, you will find such articles as this linked in their full text. 

*** 


